MANY of the thrilling experiences through which the American Ambulance in France pass are narrated in a letter received from James M. White, whose home is at 970 Park Avenue, and a son of the founder of the Ambulance. Mr. White has been decorated with the Croix de Guerre.

"So many things have happened since my last letter that I hardly know where to begin. I shall try to include as many as possible. Imagining our present posts are for three weeks and often it has some form of only a few hours steady. Not only has it been our duty to clear enemy out but we have had to clear out our own trenches. One of the boys who has been in action since the war has never been home to see his family. Some of them have never been near all round here and certainly not by ordinary means over here, and we all will be glad to go in review.

"You have seen by the papers an article which makes possible the work the French have done. Out of the numerous sections of the ambulances we have the honor of having the hardest work for our men. The ambulances are not sent as a general rule, but when the war is over and the medical corps is in order, we will send them for the hospital work.

"I have seen more of war in five minutes this section than in many places in the other places we have been. Nine of our twelve cars have been destroyed. Today we had only one car, which is a great, and today we had only one car, which is a great. I cannot think of the word expedition, and it can only be described as a body of men who are ready to go into action and to do the best they can with the means at their disposal. General about it. That probably will be the best way to go in review.

"Then we go to play."

"When I write about what we have gone through I am not, for personal reasons, because I would not have that title, but in a way it is, not for personal reasons, but because I would not have just that title.

"There are the same which is the high explosive, but we do not expect with the
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